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Dear sir President!
I have been very surprised, when I have received your letter which you addressed to all
AMF members .
If you have decided to write this letter it was necessary to write the truth about mutual
relations between AMF and UEFS. If you stand up that all decisions put into practice,
you are not receded from the accepted decisions you are deeply mistaken. And it is very
good , that many federations know about it. Therefore I would like to ask you following
questions, since first days:
1. When I fulfilled duties of FIFUSA president I come to contact with you about
amalgamation, we have agreed that on the congress we will solve, as our World
Federation will be called AMF or FIFUSA. You have broken this understanding.
2. In 2003 you have asked me that the World championship in 2007 has passed in
Russia, and we undertook the World championship organization. But then thanks to the
big diligence of Mr. Bonettini you have deprived Russia World championship carrying
out. And your translator after it has prepared the letter which I have signed, that I
ostensibly refuse from the organizing of World championship.
To extinguish scandal, I have invent World Cup carrying out with your support. But you
well know, according what conditions the national teams of Paraguay and Argentina
have arrived to Russia. We had to render the financial assistance 20 000 US $ to
Paraguay and Argentina. Only after that, they have arrived.
3. World championship carrying out in Catalonia. I would like to know also how Galicia
has put there, if it has not taken place in the European Championship, as a selection
tournament for qualifying to World Championship.
4. It would be desirable to find out, how it was possible that Australian federation,
which was participated in a World Cup and in open European competitions, to replace
after two years for other Australian federation.
5. We planned to organize the World championship of 2011 in Belarus. You haven't
arrived to Belarus for inspection. Though you have told that you have bought Lufthansa
flight tickets. Belarusian side have found out that Lufthansa flight tickets were not
reserved on your name and to the name on your translator also. I would like to know,
where truth?
6. Concerning the World championship in Colombia, you well know that Europe has
received 5 places and because of refusal of France, Norway, Italy, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Poland to participate in the European championship according to the financial reasons,
we have compelled to change structure of participants at the last moment. After the
February UEFS Congress all Federations have warned about necessity to solve financial
problems with АМF. Anybody hasn't paid to you except Russia.. And if you adhere to a
law letter you should not admit to World Championship anybody from Europe except
Russia. It is good that you haven't made such decision. And when we have met in

Lloret-de-Mar in June, we decide with you, who will participate in World Championship
from Europe , and I even have paid payments for Belarus and South Ossetia. Then
through a small time interval I found out that you want to change participants behind
my back. Instead of Belarus, Catalonia and South Ossetia you wanted to invite Norway,
France and Galicia.
It is good that my sharp protests have reached you. And you have put those countries,
which have got it according the sport results of European Championship.
As I think , if there were no my ultimatums, I think that carrying out of the World
championship and reputation АМF would be damped.
I think it is not necessary to mislead AMF members, concerning the inclusion futsal to
the Olympic program. You as AMF president couldn't even defend futsal participation
in the World games in Colombia in 2013.
All problem’s moments between АМF and UEFS we discussed during UEFS Congress .
In the conclusion I want to wish you, Mr. President and Mr. Secretary General,
henceforth at acceptance of any decisions to weigh all pro and contra and to consult
withUEFS.
Also I want to hope that your attacks to UEFS will stop.
UEFS President

Valery Akhumyan

